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Xact" is sent.
*'Start Xact" is received. Site 2 votes: "yes" to commit, "no" to abort. The vote is sent to site 1.
(2) The vote is received.
If vote="yes" and site 1 agrees, then "commit" is sent; else, "abort" is sent. :b Either q*commit" or "abort" is received and processed. respectively. Figure 2 also illustrates the conventions used in the remainder of the paper. In the subsequent sections, any reference to global state graphs will be to graphs in the absence of failures.
Cols
The Two Paradigms for Commit Proto------7
AlmOSt every commit protocol can be classified into either one of two generic classes of commit protocols: the central site class or the (completely) decentralized class.
These classes represent two very distinct philosophies in commit protoco1s.
In this section, we characterize and give an example of each class. The examples were chosen because they are the simplest and most renowned protocols in these classes.
However, neither example is a nonblocking protocol.
In the next section we will show how to extend both of them to become nonblocking protocols. the decentralized two phase protocol is synchronous within one state transition.
----Sites progress through the protocol at approximately the same rate.
-* Nonblocking Commit Protocols
In this section we present the major result of this paper: necessary and sufficient conditions for a protocol to be nonblocking.
We then augment the protocol presented in the last section to construct nonblocking protocols.
The Fundamental Nonblockinq Theorem When a site failure occurs, the operational sites must reach a consensus on committing the transaction by examining their local states. 3 We do not model the mechanism by which the transaction is distributed to the sites. This is most likely performed by the site receiving the transaction request from the application.
Let US consider the simplest case, where only a single site remains operational.
This site must be able to infer the progress of the other sites solely from its local state.
Clearly, the site will be able to safely abort the transaction if and only if the concurrency set for its local state does not contain a commit state.
On the other hand, for the site to be able to safely commit, its local state must be "committable" and the concurrency set for its state must not contain an abort state.
A blocking situation arises whenever the concurrency set for the local state contains both a commit and an abort state. A blocking situation also arises whenever the site is in a "noncommittable" state and the concurrency set for that state contains a commit state --the site can not commit because it can not infer that all sites have voted yes on committing, and it can not abort because another site may have committed the transaction before crashing.
Notice that both two phase commit protocols can block for either reason. These observations imply the following simple but powerful result.
Theorem 1 (the fundamental nonblocking theorem). A protocol is nonblockinq if and only if it satisfies both of the following conditions (for every participating site): (1) there exists no local state such that its concurrency set contains both an abort bnd a commit state, (2) there exist no noncommittable state whose concurrency set contains a commit state.
Again, the single operational site case demonstrated the necessity of the conditions stated in the theorem.
To prove sufficiency, we must shown that it is always possible to terminate the protocol, in a consistent state, at all operational sites In section 5 we present a termination protocol that will successfully terminate the transaction executed by any commit protocol obeying both conditions of the fundamental nonblocking theorem. A useful implication of this theorem is the following corollary. Corollary.
A commit protocol is iionblocking with respect to k-l si+e failures (2 < k <= the number of. participating sites) if and only if there is a subset of k sites that obeys both conditions of the fundamental nonblocking theorem.
It is obvious that a protocol with k sites obeying the fundamental theorem will be We will refer to this protocol as the canonical nonblocking protocol.
It is a three phase protocol.
The above lemma is a very strong result.
Since all proposed commit protocol s are synchronous -within one state transition, the lemma can be-appm directly.
In ISKEE8lbl the lemma is wreneralized to apply to less "synchronous" protocols.
The lemma imposes constraints on the local structure of a protocol. This is convenient since it is much easier to design protocols using local constraints than using global constraints.
As an example, the canonical three phase protocol was designed using .the constraints 0 C Figure  6 . The canonical nonblocking cov mit protocol.
given in the lemma. abort.
Since the backup can fail before terminating the transaction, the protocol must be reentrant.
Backup coordinators were introduced in SDD-1 [HAMM791. The scheme presented is a modification of that scheme. When the termination protocol is invoked, a backup must be chosen. The method used is not important.
The sites could vote, or alternatively, the choice could be based on a preassigned ranking.
Once the backup has been chosen, it will base the commit decision only on its local state.
The rule for deciding is: The backup will chose to abort on states g, w, and a, and to commit on states p and C~ If the chosen backup was in state p initially, then the messages sent to all sites are: (1) "move to state p", and (2) "commit".
a---Conclusion
In this Qaoer we formallv introduced the nonblocking-problem and the associated terminoloav.
Althoush this problem is widely recognized by practitioners in distributed crash recovery, it is the author's belief that this is the first time that the problem has been treated formally in the literature. Also, the two most popular commit classes --central site and decentralized --were characterized.
Every published commit protocol is a member of one of the classes.
These classes are likely to prevail in the future.
We illustrated each commit class with a two phase protocol.
Two phase protocols are popular because they are the simplest and the cheapest (in the number of messages) protocols that allow unilateral abort by an arbitrary site. Unfortunately, two phase protocols can block on site failures.
The major contributions of this paper are the fundamental nonblockinq theorem and. from it. necessarv and sufficient conditions for designing both central site and distributed nonblocking protocols. We' presented two such nonblocking protocols:
the three phase central site and the three phase distributed commit protocols.
The three phase protocols were derived from the two phase protocols by adding a "prepare to commit" state. This addition is the least modification that can be made to a two phase protocol in order for it to satisfy the fundamental nonblocking theorem. Therefore, such three phase protocols are the simplest ,, (and cheapest) nonblocking protocols.
Nonetheless,
